
CONTENT CAMPAIGN: The REALTOR puzzle 
CREATED BY: The Chicago Consortium  
BRAND:  National Association of Realtors 
FORMAT:  9 X :15 / 1 X 2:00 – The Code, 9 X :15 / 1 X 2:00 – R is 
for…, 9 X :15 / 1 X 2:00 – Ooops  
 
CONCEPT:  Produce a series of engaging pieces of video content that reinforces the need to contract the 
services of a member of the National Association of Realtors. 
 
DETAILS: The idea behind this campaign is to build a flexible archive of strong messaging that can be 
infused into a comprehensive digital media buy, but can also be incorporated into a smart broadcast/cable 
plan. A total of 30 pieces of video content will be created to anchor this archive of marketing material. The 
30 pieces of content will be divided into three category buckets, The Code series will focus on the 
realtors, and their dedication to the ethics code that they work by. The R is for… series will feature 
customers reflecting on what it means when they see the National Association of Realtors logo. Finally, 
Ooops will be a comedy-based series of content that sheds light on the pitfalls that may arise when not 
working with a member of the association. 
 
THE CODE: This content series will highlight the ethics code and individual 
characteristics that make up each member of the association. The series will 
consist of intimate moments with members in an interview setting. Limiting the 
pieces to :15 each, will give the members enough time to say one strong 
sentence prior to a title card. Members may say something about integrity, 
resolve, trust, etc. This series will reinforce the need to work with a member of 
the association on every real-estate transaction. The nine (:15) pieces of content 
will be combined to create a 2:00 full story, found on the campaignʼs micro-site. 
 
R IS FOR...: Where The Code focuses on the realtors, R is for... focuses on the 
customers. These are quick moments with the customers as they lay out plain 
and simply the advantages of working with a member of the association. The “R” 
may stand for Relentless, Relax, Reliable, Research, or an adjective/emotion 
that doesnʼt begin with “R”, but summarizes the customerʼs feelings about their 
recent real-estate transaction. A full 2:00 ver. will appear on the micro-site. 
 
OOOPS: This comedy series of short pieces of content will follow a young 
couple on their journey to purchase a new home. It will highlight the mistakes 
homebuyers can make, starting with not contracting a qualified member of the 
National Association of Realtors. Examples of mistakes made by the couple 
(each an episode in the series), may include: The Appraisal, We Pay For That?,  
Who Knew?, and The Closing. A full 2:00 ver. will appear on the micro-site. 
 
TARGETED DEMOGRAPHIC & MESSAGING: The content strategy is built 
around targeting the specific buying demo of 25-54, with a laser focus on 25-39 
looking to buy a home in the next year. The amount of pieces to be produced 
allows for a larger number of engaging messages to be reach potential 
customers. Along with an aggressive digital media buy, this strategy will reduce 
redundancy, and better ensure that the brand goals are being reached. 

THE CODE: INTEGRITY 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

R is for... | Relentless (Hispanic woman speaking to an interviewer) To me, the R stands for relentless. My broker wasnʼt going to give up. She knew what 
the kind of home I needed. And knowing that she was doing her job allowed me to focus on my job, and my family.  (VO) We are relentless, and here to help. 
 

ROUGH CONCEPT BOARD  

The 30 pieces of content will be divided into three category buckets, The Code series will focus on the 
realtors, and their dedication to the ethics code that they work by. The R is for… series will feature 
customers reflecting on what it means when they see the National Association of Realtors logo. Finally, 
Ooops will be a comedy-based series of content that sheds light on the pitfalls that may arise when not 
working with a member of the association. 

Ooops - New Pants (female lead while looking at an online listing):  Ooops. In my defense, the online listing said nothing about the house being across the 
street from a strip mall. But since weʼre here, letʼs get you some new pants. (VO) Weʼre here to help. Find a house that is, not get you new pants. 

The Code | Integrity (millennial mom/realtor speaking to an interviewer) What many people donʼt know is that in order to be a trusted member of the 
association, we have to abide by a strict code of ethics. A code based in integrity which I use everyday. (VO) We have integrity, and weʼre here to help. 
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